
Most of the TOP10 all star boots just
passable (on)Dunk shoes and a pair of
news, the new color coco - Cheap Shoes Release 2017

All-Star Weekend all star weekend, NBA is a major event in various competitions and link settings are quite eye-catching, and
various brands are also aimed at this opportunity, launched numerous special color shoes to the occasion. I had the memory of the all
star boots, which are a considerable color works, such as the Nike Air Foamposite One " Galaxy" the Milky Way spray etc.. 

, however, all children are not perfect, all star boots are also the same reason, there is still a really not very satisfactory work. The
famous American media Sole Collector shoes for you to pick out the most just passable all star boots [TOP 10] tonight, we first for
the evaluation of 5 pairs of you to offer them, different people have different views, see the love you have no shot ~
. 
10. Spalding The Dream 2

year: 1996

in: Hakeem Olajuwon

reason: the all star weekend of 1996 brought [the history of the most beautiful all star Jersey] water green + white collocation is quite
fresh and eye-catching for us, plus big pepper and immature style font, the price has not been too cheap. There are also many
memorable ASG boots in the year of birth: Air Jordan 11, Air Max 1 Penny, Reebok Shaqnosis and so on, is still alive and become a
favourite tale. However, "the dream" Olajuwon feet this pair of boots are not belong to the above mentioned in this category. 

Spalding The Dream 2, in short, this pair of shoes feels too boring. From the appearance of design seems to be unworthy of "one of
the greatest legend center dream" in the history of this event and all star weekend, ordinary sports shoes look like but did not pay
attention to the image of the more than 40 year old middle-aged man in the community gym wear. 

9. DADA CDubbz "Chrome" 

year: 2002

in: Chris Webber

reason: 2002 seems to be Bling-Bling style complete penetration of popular culture in a year, that year, even the cars are beginning
to pop the chrome plated mirror is no exception, shoes. Dada is always the street fashion pioneer on behalf of the brand, determined
to make this "shining wind" into the all star boots in the design, and then the birth of the double DADA CDubbz "Chrome", which we
often say "mirror". This is Chris · Webb; the big guy's first pair of boots that he signed, all stars are from A to Z wearing this pair of
blinds your dog eyes CDubbz. Because of this, it will make you a >

The 
stamp above the blue word about our 
oh 
Air Jordan 8 "Cool Grey" launched in June 

2001 Air Jordan debuted in 11 on the cool grey, recently again into the AJ8 shoes! Throughout the whole body of the shoe with grey
shades, heel shoes with "1993" in the 8 Air Jordan that was born. 

Air Jordan 8 "Cool Grey" item: -014 release date: June 20th sale price: $$190 

at the end of the month! Westbrook 30.5 how many people don't want to start? 
This pair of 
"upgrade" Air Jordan 31, named Air Jordan XXX1 Why Not PE? ". Air Jordan 31 uppers black cement burst crack, and the Blue
Curacao thunder color details. Light blue crystals at the bottom and the insole with the "Why Not?". 

and Air Jordan 30 are the same, shock technology using Zoom and FlightSpeed in the bottom of the sole collocation. 

Air Jordan XXX1 "Why Not?" PE number: AA release date: April 29th sale price: 1699 RMB
Three 
volley! Big eyes Bonafide May sale! 
During the 
all star game, a pair of Zoom Flight 95 upgrade to Zoom Bonafide, with avant-garde sock shape, the iconic "big eyes" in the end, the
majority of fans shoes caused infinite daydream! Following the earlier exposure of three colors, and now finally determined the date
of sale! 
The 
Nike Zoom Bonafide adopted overboots collar design, collocation Flyknit woven material to create socks shoes body. Remove the



laces and heel with zipper blessing, highlighting the avant-garde design at the same time, bring more humane experience wear off. 

Multicolor, the current exposure of gray, black and white three colors in May 11 officially sold in the market. 
A 
and 350V2 coconut offering information exposure! 
A variety of color 
Yeezy series frequently release, with the 3 hollow design of Yeezy 350 after exposure, and the first Yeezy 350 Boost color gray
orange V2 "Beluga" will be on sale again. Today, Yeezy Mafia once again broke the new color of the Yeezy 350 Boost V2. 
This pair of 
Yeezy 350 were named.
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